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Abstract

This thesis will involve how local religious populations might affect the sales of
books/book genres on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. This paper will endeavor to answer this
question: how would local religions affect book sales in the Mississippi Gulf Coast region?
Firstly, it will explain the history behind religious literary censorship, as well as listing secular
and religious institutions that protest or ban books. Secondly, it will define and categorize
literature into genres, mainly fiction and nonfiction, with subgenres including fantasy and
spiritual. Similarly, it will record what characteristics such as gender/sexuality, presence of
intimate/sexual scenes, violence, supernatural phenomena/creatures, inappropriate language, and
“pagan” influences caused these books to be protested or banned. It will then report on
interviews conducted with local religious officials to see how they feel about different literature
based on the aforementioned characteristics. Another Chapter will outline online surveys
circulated to get a more complete picture of how different religions and denominations feel about
aspects of literary works and what they feel should be censored. By interviewing local library
employees, there is also a compiled list of locally banned/protested books that also meet the
aforementioned criteria. Geographic data will then illustrate how the general local population is
divided religiously. A conclusion will then be reached based on the geographic data and
interviews using marketing and literary principles to estimate that books containing
characteristics that the majority of local religions view as inappropriate may or may not do well
in sales here.

Key Words: Geodemographic segmentation, usage rate segmentation, reader-response criticism
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Dedication
I dedicate this paper to every book that’s ever been challenged, and every reader who found life
less challenging with a good book.
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Chapter 1: Past and Present Effects of Religious Views on Literature
There is history behind religious literary censorship, namely the Index Librorum
Prohibitorum, or Roman Catholic Index of Prohibited Books list. This compendium is defined as
a “list of books once forbidden by Roman Catholic Church authority as dangerous to the faith or
morals of Roman Catholics. Publication of the list ceased in 1966, and it was relegated to the
status of a historic document” (Encyclopædia Britannica, 2016). However, although it stopped
publishing in 1966 and is now classified as a historical document, “The Vatican’s Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith still reserves the right to ban books it deems theologically
erroneous… [and] can ban a writer from teaching as a Catholic theologian” (Schlumpf, 2010).
There are both secular and spiritual entities that are for and against literary censorship. A
religiously-backed institution against censorship is the Americans United for Separation of
Church and State, led by Reverend Barry Lynn. An article outlining Americans United’s views
on literary censorship referred to the “bad old days” when “ultra-conservative religious groups”
could dictate what Americans read (Boston, 2014). The National Coalition Against Censorship
(2016) is a secular group that is also against literary censorship, stating that “religion was the
most frequently cited reason for the censorship of written works,” but that parents and school
boards also protest books due to several reoccurring characteristics to be discussed later. Another
secular organization involved in literary censorship is Parents Against Bad Books In Schools
(PABBIS). However, they advocate protesting, challenging, and banning books based on
“sensitive, controversial and inappropriate material that can be found in books in K-12 schools”
(PABBIS, 2002). Groups like PABBIS are quite active, as “debates over banning the books in
lessons to children still occur;” in Virginia, “a parent of a student complained about the use of
the two books due to their uses of racial slurs… [which] prompted a suspension of the books
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pending further review” (Irby, 2016). The books in question, the academic classics The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and To Kill a Mockingbird, have a “controversial racial slur
[which] appears 219 times in Mark Twain’s [story]… and 48 times in Harper Lee’s” (Irby,
2016). This year the 10 most challenged books also illustrate this paper’s major points: most
were challenged because they include LGBT characters (5 out of 10), sexual situations including
LGBT intimacy (8 out of 10), and profanity (4 out of 10) (Crum, 2017).
The American Library Association tries to combat literary censorship through Banned
Book Week, a national event marked throughout many colleges and universities, including The
University of Southern Mississippi (USM). The inspiration for actually formulating this thesis
was when USM had a Banned Book Week event on the Gulf Coast campus in which people
would read excerpts from books that had been banned somewhere in the U.S. It was noticeable
that the main reason that several books had been added to the list was due to often spiritual
reasons; many, in fact, were banned by a local priest or other religious official. This noticeability
seemed significant as to what specific aspect(s) of the book, or the genre in general, made people
officially ban it. There was also the idea that, if the book were banned in the local area, the sales
would more than likely go down in said area despite its availability in stores or online.
The Illinois Library Association has surveyed and compiled a list every year of “books
challenged, restricted, removed, or banned” going back to 1999 (Doyle, 2015). However,
because the Illinois Library Association’s database of these articles only goes back to 1999,
based on preliminary research into previous years the number of books protested and correlating
religious affiliations was much greater; for example, 1999-2000 had at least 87 books protested,
15 openly involving a religious group/official (Doyle, 2000). Similarly, in 2000-2001 at least 93
books were protested with 25 or more of the instances involving overtly stated religious reasons,
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many having to do with the early Harry Potter books becoming popular (Doyle, 2001). These
statistics along with the other archived editions of the banned book list are presented in Chapter 3
to determine fluctuation of numbers of protested books, correlation between the numbers and
religious reasoning, and if a pattern can be discerned.
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Methods Section
The purpose of this research paper is founded in the interpretative group of methods,
focusing on understanding phenomenon comprehensively rather than empirically. This paper is
not focused on the why or by what means people have certain beliefs about religion, literature, or
offensive content, but how these beliefs might affect readership and book sales; it, therefore,
focuses more on subjective knowledge. Other critical works have not endeavored to answer the
same question, even if they were about a similar topic. While Harvard economists Rachel
McCleary and Robert Barro (2006) wrote a paper on how religiosity affects economies
internationally, and this does address religion and its effects on business, it does not have
anything to do with literature or literature sales. No research articles or papers delve into how
specific religions might agree or differ on why they dislike or ban certain books, thus affecting
the sales rates of said books in local markets. Several works and studies are relevant to this
paper, but they do not cover sales of the genres or factors that might make a specific genre or
book unpopular in certain areas based on the majority of religious beliefs. The question this
research endeavors to answer is whether there is any identifiable correlation between religious
beliefs and book sales in the Mississippi Gulf Coast region through a combination of qualitative
and quantitative research. The paper takes a neutral stance rather than an action stance, outlining
research and analysis without specific intent for the information to be used outside of research
purposes.
The methods implemented were appropriate to fulfill the overall aims of the study: the
researcher obtained Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval for the interview and survey
consent forms and questions from the University of Southern Mississippi; the IRB approval form
can be found in the appendix. The survey and interviews were conducted/circulated through
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multiple semesters to achieve as large and therefore thorough a response group as possible.
These interviews with local religious officials can elucidate how they advocate or prohibit
certain aspects in literary works. Local religious communities encompass a wide range, which
were contacted as much as possible to get a good consensus from each religious community.
However, it would be impossible to interview every single person of every local faith, so it
became prudent to ask local heads of religions such as rabbis, priests, etc. who preach to their
“flocks.” The different local communities consist of Judaism, Islam, Catholicism, Baptist,
Presbyterian, Buddhist, Mormon, Wiccan, Episcopal, and Lutheran, which will be detailed
further in Chapters 5 and 6. Some local religious groups were extremely difficult to locate or
contact, and this difficulty made it impossible to find any local officials of these religions willing
to be interviewed. The original intent of this paper was to interview several officials of each
denomination so as to have a better idea of the general ideas and attitudes within each
community rather than a possible outlier who might not be representative of his/her community.
Unfortunately, after compiling a list of 30 religious places of worship along the Gulf Coast
which were then contacted, only 5 responded affirmatively. Very few places had posted phone
numbers, hours, or emails online; all available were called and emailed, with extremely limited
response. Several were left messages or typed notes of research intent and contact info with their
secretaries, or in mailboxes and doorways, with again very little response. In the end, despite
endeavor and intent, only 5 religious official interviews were conducted despite repeated
attempts to reach more.
The researcher conducted an online survey to gain a wider range of religious beliefs and
literary preferences. The results of surveys circulated to local religious communities get a more
complete picture of how different religions and denominations feel about aspects of literary
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works and what they feel should be censored, and if there is a trend between certain religions and
objections to certain genres/characteristics in literature. Charts and graphs created by the results
of the survey illustrate the majority of people of each religion saying certain characteristics of
literature are objectionable and break down the percentages who identified as each religion. The
survey was also implemented to depict that while the interviews of religious officials are
important to the paper, these officials are “opinion leaders” and their congregations might still
have differing opinions/views.
The problems anticipated largely had to do with the religious officials’ interviews and the
survey. To prevent any problems, consent had to be acknowledged before respondents could
continue with either the interview or survey. When implementing interviews, 2 copies of this
below consent form were printed; 1 for records, and 1 for the officials to keep. Interview consent
forms were kept in a folder within a locked drawer to protect subject confidentiality, and all
personal participant information were made anonymous within the thesis paper.
Interview Consent Form
The purpose of this research is to find out if local religious views could affect book sales. The
interview will ask questions about what religion and denomination/sect participants are as well
as reading behavior, views on protesting/banning books, and residency; it will also try to
determine what religious officials might find inappropriate or offensive in literature.
Participating is completely voluntary; anyone can decide not to participate in the research. There
are no foreseeable risks or discomforts to subjects. While this research might not directly benefit
participants, it will benefit society by showing how local religious communities feel about
aspects of literature, if there are any common patterns, and/or if these attitudes affect book sales.
Participants of the survey will spend approximately 1 hour to 1 1/2 hours answering 19
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questions. Participation is voluntary and that refusal to participate will not result in any
consequences. All participants have a right to confidentiality and can withdraw from the study at
any time without any consequences. No names will be recorded and all data will be made
anonymous by the researcher. Participants must be ages 18 or older, a religious official, and a
Mississippi Gulf Coast resident to participate in this interview. By signing below, you affirm that
you understand and acknowledge the above information and give your consent.
If you have pertinent questions about the research and research subjects’ rights, or encounter a
research-related injury, please contact the head researcher at ashley.yount@eagles.usm.edu. This
email address is for research questions or in the event of a research-related injury or emergency.
Name:
Date:
Signature:

When implementing the electronic online surveys, informed consent was provided by using this
paragraph before participants access the questionnaire. The data collected was secured on a
password protected computer to protect subject confidentiality and all personal information was
made anonymous within the thesis paper.
Survey Consent Form
The purpose of this research is to find out if local religious views could affect book sales. The
survey will ask questions about what religion and denomination/sect participants are as well as
reading behavior, views on protesting/banning books, and residency; it will also try to determine
what participants might find inappropriate or offensive in literature. Participating is completely
voluntary; anyone can decide not to participate in the research. There are no foreseeable risks or
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discomforts to subjects. While this research might not directly benefit participants, it will benefit
society by showing how local religious communities feel about aspects of literature, if there are
any common patterns, and/or if these attitudes affect book sales. Participants of the survey will
spend approximately 30-45 minutes answering 22 questions. Participation is voluntary and that
refusal to participate will not result in any consequences. All participants have a right to
confidentiality and can withdraw from the study at any time without any consequences. No
names will be recorded and all data will be made anonymous by the researcher. Participants must
be ages 18 or older and residents of the Mississippi Gulf Coast to fill out this survey. By
continuing, you affirm that you understand and acknowledge the above information and give
your consent. If you have pertinent questions about the research and research subjects’ rights, or
encounter a research-related injury, please contact the head researcher at
ashley.yount@eagles.usm.edu. This email address is for research questions or in the event of a
research-related injury or emergency.
In order to provide sufficient information to allow other researchers to adopt and/or
replicate this paper’s methodology, the implemented interview and survey questions are outlined
within the paper. Interview questions were simply presented in the interview orally, while notes
were annotated in the blank spaces once the questions were double-spaced. The survey questions
were created electronically through the University of Southern Mississippi’s Qualtrics suite and
spread electronically through two of the University of Southern Mississippi’s email lists, the
weekly USM Mailout and weekly Honors College email. The multiple choice survey offered
respondents a range of answers to choose from, and interview questions were purposefully blank
to provide room for any/all responses. The data was collected and generated in a way that is
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consistent with accepted practices due to IRB Approval of both sets of questions. The full set of
survey questions can be found in the appendix.
Interview Questions
1. What religion do you practice and deliver to you practitioners?
2. Which city and county is your place of worship registered in?
3. How long have you lived in the Mississippi Gulf Coast region?
4. How long have you been a religious official of your faith?
5. How many people on average attend your worship services?
6. Do you read books for pleasure, and if so, what genre of books?
7. Have you ever found a book to be inappropriate or offensive to yourself or others?
8. Do you find the presence of intimate/sexual scenes in literature to be inappropriate or
offensive?
9. Do you find the presence of profanity in literature to be inappropriate or offensive?
10. Do you find the presence of violence in literature to be inappropriate or offensive?
11. Do you find the presence of supernatural phenomena in literature to be inappropriate or
offensive?
12. Do you find the presence of gender/sexuality in literature to be inappropriate or
offensive?
13. Do you find the presence of religion in literature to be inappropriate or offensive?
14. Have you ever protested, challenged, or successfully banned a book?
15. Would you ever protest, challenge, or ban a book based on the above listed reasons for
inappropriate/offensive content?
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16. Would you refrain from buying a book you found or had heard included
inappropriate/offensive content?
17. Would you tell your fellow practitioners to refrain from buying a book you found or had
heard included inappropriate/offensive content?
18. Should certain books be kept out of elementary and/or high school libraries?
19. Should certain books be kept out of public libraries?
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Chapter 2: Defining Literary Genres and Subgenres
Definitions and categorizations of literature into genres is important in the understanding
of which books and subject matter is found offensive or inappropriate; these genres will mainly
be comprised of fiction and nonfiction with subgenres of fantasy, science fiction, spiritual,
romance, and historical. How these genres and subgenres are defined will be prevalent to the rest
of the paper. For the purposes of this paper definitions of fiction and nonfiction will be the two
major categories that are then divided into subgenres including fantasy, science fiction,
historical, romance, and spiritual. The California Department of Education (2015) has compiled
a rudimentary list of definitions of literary genres and their criteria; this paper relies on their
definitions for fiction, “narrative literary works whose content is produced by the imagination
and is not necessarily based on fact,” and nonfiction, “informational text dealing with an actual,
real-life subject.”
While the California Department of Education’s list is also used to define what subgenres
are included, there have been many works on the conditions involved for different subgenres.
Many have detailed what might constitute specific genres or subgenres, usually having to do
with the term “fantasy” in literature; unbeknownst to the researcher, the term “fantasy” when
applied as a literary genre is a controversial topic. Maria Nikolajeva (2003) distinguishes fairy
tales as being a completely different genre from fantasy, whereas Dieter Petzold (1986) gives a
different definition of fantasy and suggests that science fiction, fairy tales, gothic stories, and
other such works are denominations of fantasy. Holly Ordway (2001), on the other hand, uses yet
another way to define fantasy literature and subgenres; she specifically outlines “classic fantasy,
sword and sorcery fantasy, religious secondary world fantasy, historical fantasy, gothic fantasy,
and epic fantasy” as distinct subgenres under the overall evolving fantasy genre. Even the
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distinction of age in fantasy literature is controversial: Pamela S. Gates, Susan B. Steffel, &
Francis J. Molson (2003) wrote in their article “Fantasy Literature for Children and Young
Adults” about the aspects involved in classifying literature as fantasy and designations of age as
“children” and/or “young adult” literature. This information is especially important since much
“young adult” literature has been deemed particularly controversial, which will be covered more
in depth in the next chapter. Synthesizing the information stated above helped state how the
paper defines the prevalent subgenres and how it relates to which genre and subgenre could lose
or gain sales.
Literary Genres and Subgenres
Fiction: Narrative based on imagination, not necessarily based on fact.


Poetry: Verse and rhythmic writing with imagery that creates emotional responses.
o Drama: Stories composed in verse or prose, usually for theatrical performance,
where conflicts and emotion are expressed through dialogue and action.
o Fiction in Verse: Full-length novels with plot, subplot(s), theme(s), major and
minor characters, in which the narrative is presented in (usually blank) verse
form.



Fantasy: Fiction with strange or otherworldly settings or characters; fiction which invites
suspension of reality.
o Fable: Narration demonstrating a useful truth, especially in which animals speak
as humans; legendary, supernatural tale.
o Fairy Tale: Story about fairies or other magical creatures, usually for children.
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o Mythology: Legend or traditional narrative, often based in part on historical
events, that reveals human behavior and natural phenomena by its symbolism;
often pertaining to the actions of the gods.


Folklore: The songs, stories, myths, and proverbs of a people or “folk” as handed down
by word of mouth.
o Legend: Story, sometimes of a national or folk hero, which has a basis in fact but
also includes imaginative material.
o Tall Tale: Humorous story with blatant exaggerations, swaggering heroes who do
the impossible with nonchalance.



Horror: Fiction in which events evoke a feeling of dread in both the characters and the
reader.



Humor: Fiction full of fun, fancy, and excitement, meant to entertain; but can be
contained in all genres



Realistic Fiction: Story that can actually happen and is true to life.
o Historical Fiction: Story containing fictional characters/events in a historical
setting.
o Mystery: Involving the solution of a crime or the unraveling of secrets.


Suspense & Crime

o Science Fiction: Story based on impact of actual, imagined, or potential science,
usually set in the future or on other planets.



Dystopian/Post-Apocalyptic

Short Story: Fiction of such brevity that it supports no subplots.
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Romance: Story revolving around two characters who develop amorous feelings for one
another.
o Erotica: Romance between two characters that has an emphasis on explicit sexual
scenes between characters.

Nonfiction: Informational text dealing with an actual, real-life subject.


Biography/Autobiography: Narrative of a person’s life, a true story about a real person.



Essay: A short literary composition that reflects the author’s outlook, point, or research.
o Persuasive Essay: written to persuade the reader to the author’s views.
o Descriptive Essay: written to outline a way of seeing the author’s view.
o Informational Essay: written strictly to outline steps taken or research done.



Narrative Nonfiction: Factual information presented in a format which tells a story.
o Historical Nonfiction: Story based on factual characters/events.
o Self-Help: Personal and/or non-personal advice and information delving into a
specific topic to ostensibly “help” the reader.



Speech: Public address or discourse.
o Political/Revolutionary Speech: made to implore viewers/listeners to support their
political, philosophical, moral, or social stance in a public manner.
o News Media: made to inform viewers/listeners about historical and current
events, either with or without objectivity.
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Chapter 3: Specifying Characteristics Related to Objectionable Content
Several characteristics cause books to be protested or banned on a national scale:
characteristics such as gender/sexuality, presence of intimate/sexual scenes, violence,
supernatural phenomena, inappropriate language, and religious influences. Specific common
characteristics to genres and subgenres can cause books to be protested, regardless of ones that
often correlate to a religious reason. Based on research of the Banned Book Lists stated earlier,
these characteristics include supernatural phenomena, gender/sexuality, profanity, and religion.
There are already some interesting texts detailing the involvement of religion within literature.
Daphne Lawless (1999) states that witches in literature originally were type cast as a “universal
antagonists” and “Outsider figures,” which was more than likely due to an overtly Christian
readership; however, more modern works of fiction and fantasy “are positively reinventing the
Witch as the individualistic outsider necessary, and helpful, to the community.” Similarly, in
“Becoming a Woman through Wicca: Witches and Wiccans in Contemporary Teen Fiction,”
Christine Jarvis (2008) explains how specifically Wicca, as well as pagan practices in general,
have become more popular throughout contemporary young adult fiction. There has been a
notable surge of so-called “pagan” religions in contemporary fiction, especially in young adult
fiction, including Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials trilogy, P.C. and Kristin Cast’s House of
Night series, Anne Rice’s The Vampire Chronicles series, and others. The National Coalition
Against Censorship (2016), written about in Chapter 1, also includes a page about common
“types of objections against books” which include several of the aforementioned characteristics
my paper will feature, including profanity, sex, violence, and religion.
Also mentioned in Chapter 1 is the Illinois Library Association’s database of challenged,
protested, or banned books going back to 1999. The database is an international chronicle of
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banned/protested/challenged books, including book restrictions in countries such as Canada,
England, Turkey, Puerto Rico, Germany, India, and others; however, the vast majority is from
the United States, thus maintaining its relevance to this paper. It is worth mentioning that the vast
majority are books that were challenged in school curricula or libraries, and that while most are
official challenges/bans/protests, a few are recorded book burnings, including J.R.R. Tolkien’s
works and The Quran. Books very often had more than one reason listed as being offensive or
inappropriate, or had multiple challenges from different sources within the same year.
Evaluation of Complaints
Complaints were evaluated 1 per mentioned reason: example- rape, mutilation, and
profanity= 1 count of violence (rape and mutilation combined, as both pertain to violence) and 1
of language. Books who received multiple challenges per year were evaluated separately per
challenge: example- Harry Potter received 10 separate challenges in 1 year; 7 of the challenges
were evaluated as containing supernatural complaints, 4 as other, and 1 as violence. As stated
above, while one of the 7 involving a supernatural complaint may have listed “witchcraft,”
“demons,” and “wizardry” within their complaint, it counts as 1 count of supernatural overall per
challenge). Some challenges do not specify a reason why the book was protested, challenged, or
banned, and not all were successful in removing said book(s) from curricula or shelves.
When listing the different reasons the books were challenged, here are descriptions and
examples of how they were sorted into the separate characteristics (all of which come from the
archives and are authentic):


“Other” is a catch-all. This characteristic includes references to immorality (including
descriptions like “filth,” “smut,” or “obscenity”), miscellaneous reasons (drug use,
suicide, abortion, drinking, “risky behavior,” “challenging authority,” etc.), and
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references to age appropriateness. It also includes complex political, social, or racial
reasons such as banning Mein Kampf from being reprinted to suppress political
ideologies, protesting a book about horses because it promotes the theory of evolution, or
challenging To Kill a Mockingbird as being damaging to African American readers
(rather than for the use of a racial slur, which is detailed in Profanity).


“Sex” includes sexual content as well as mentions of masturbation, innuendo, “sexual
awakening,” nudity, and/or references to pornography. This characteristic also involves
definitions or instruction-based literature, such as when Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate
Dictionary was pulled from a California school district because a parent complained their
child came across the term “oral sex.”



“Gender/sexuality” includes complaints involving anti- or pro-gender stereotype
conformity as well as anti- or pro-LGBTQ+ content. This characteristic involves
complaints such as Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl involving Anne’s sexual
awakening or a true story about two adult male penguins adopting an egg being
challenged for having “homosexual themes.”



“Violence” includes violent content, including complaints involving murder, maiming,
molestation, rape, or abuse of any kind. For example, Precious was protested for its
depiction of child molestation and rape, both of which count as violence.



“Language” includes any and all derogatory terms and/or racial slurs/epithets as well as
regular references to “foul” and “vulgar” language or profanity. An example would be
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn being protested due to the use of the “N-word.”



“Religion” includes both reasons explicitly stating a religious qualm, references to
“blasphemy” or irreverence to a deity/deities, and reasons being voiced by known
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religious entities. An example would be refusing to print caricatures of the prophet
Muhammad because it caused previous religious tension with the Muslim community or
a citizen complaining that Slaughterhouse-Five contains “principles contrary to the
Bible.”


“Supernatural” includes any mention of “the occult,” witches/wizards, demons, vampires,
ghosts, witchcraft, magic, etc. such as Harry Potter being challenged for promoting
witchcraft.

Table and Illustration 1 were created by the researcher to better understand and represent the data
compiled from the Banned Book collection based on the above stated characteristics and
prevalence to the research question.
Table 1
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Illustration 1
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As shown in the table and illustration, intimate/sexual scenes, language, and violence were the
identifiable characteristics with the highest average and total rates of protests; other was also
relatively high, but as a catch-all category that is to be expected. This data shows that overall
nationally and sometimes internationally these 3 characteristics are the most common to be seen
as inappropriate or offensive in literature. However, the protesting of these characteristics vary
by time and place, and generally protesting of books has become less common than in previous
years.
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Chapter 4: Testimonies from Officials
The researcher implemented interviews with local religious officials to see how they feel
about different literature based on the aforementioned characteristics in Chapter 3. None of the
officials that were interviewed specifically advocate the banning of books in a public setting;
however, there were specific qualities that they seemed to find objectionable in literature based
on the aforementioned characteristics. Many of them do not advocate literary censorship either,
although they had personal reading preferences in literary content. The responses of these
interviews were collected and divided into the literary genres and characteristics previously
enumerated (see the Methods section for Interview Consent Form and Interview Questions).
Buddhist
The first interview explicated is a practicing Mahayana Buddhist monk who has lived in Biloxi
for 6 years. It should be noted that the monk spoke little English, so he invited a practitioner who
spoke English. However, this translator was not fluent in English either, so a language barrier
was still present. This monk has been a preacher of his faith for 20 years; he went into temple at
11-years-old. He responded that 20-30 people attend his worship services on average; on holy
days, however, such as ancestral holidays or New Year’s, the numbers jump to more like 200300 people. Books he reads for pleasure usually consist of Buddhist books and social/political
news, making him a fan of Religious and News Media genres. The monk has found some books
to be inappropriate/offensive to himself or others and feels he “needs to know to tell others of its
inappropriateness.” He does not like to read intimate/sexual scenes, and in Buddhism these
scenes would be cut; 1 of the “5 Rules” suggests having a “clear mind without excess of sex.”
The “5 Rules” are the 5 Moral Precepts in Buddhism, which outline that Buddhists should
abstain from “harming living things, taking what is not given, sexual misconduct, lying or
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gossip, [or] taking intoxicating substances” (British Broadcasting Corporation [BBC], 2014).
Buddhist books do not have profanity; it is not considered “pure,” so he does not want that
language to “enter his mind.” The presence of violence and supernatural phenomena in literature
is the same as profanity: he should “hurtle past and let go away.” His response to the presence of
gender/sexuality in literature was also the same, mentioning the “5 Rules” again; the translator
also explained the Vietnamese culture that is slowly becoming more accepting of non-traditional
gender roles and LGBTQ issues. On the question about the presence of religion in literature, he
responded that he wants to know and understand other religions, so he encourages its presence in
books. He has not and will not ever protest, challenge, or successfully ban a book based on the
above listed reasons for inappropriate/offensive content, adding that Buddhists “love everyone
and stress everything from the heart.” Because he does not buy books often, but prefers to buy
them in Vietnam or on the Internet, the question about refraining from buying a book with
inappropriate/offensive content was dismissed. He and his translator were emphatic that he
would “never tell [his] fellowship to buy or not buy something,” whether it was an inappropriate
book or not. In regards to elementary, high school, and public libraries, he responded that “any
kind of book that makes you a good person is good for a library.”
Episcopal
The second official was a Christian Episcopalian preacher (which he mentioned was a branch of
the Anglican Church) who has lived in Gulfport for 4 years. He has been a religious official for
10 years, with a fluctuating attendance rate: 150 on Sundays, 15-20 midweek, and 25 or so on
Saturdays. Literature he reads for pleasure includes “anything and everything,” but especially
books from authors like JD Salinger, Christopher Moore, Neil Gaiman, and Charles Dickens,
which can range from Narrative Nonfiction to Fantasy genres. Books he finds to be inappropriate
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or offensive are those with “things I find to be Christian in name but hateful in content.” The
presence of intimate/sexual scenes in literature is not inappropriate or offensive to him, and he
concluded that they can be “fun” and “inspiring;” his book club is apparently “no holds barred.”
This official interprets that profanity is “real,” and is therefore not inappropriate or offensive,
with a similar response to violence in literature. When asked about the presence of supernatural
phenomena, his response was “love ‘em.” Nontraditional gender and sexuality also did not faze
him. Similar to the Buddhist monk, this official says that religion in literature is often
“incredible” reading and that he would “go to the other extreme and say we don’t get enough of
it.” He has not and would never protest, challenge, or successfully ban a book based on the above
listed reasons for inappropriate/offensive content, but he “would find hate offensive against those
it hates” (including anti-LGBT, anti-Muslim, etc.). He also responded that he would not refrain
from buying and would not discourage his fellow practitioners from buying a book he found or
had heard included inappropriate/offensive content. Rather vehemently he said that no book
should be banned from a public library, but a rating system (age-range appropriate, warnings on
content, etc.) “wouldn’t be terrible;” this is similar to his response that books like “50 Shades of
Grey shouldn’t be in elementary schools” due to age appropriateness.
Catholic
The next religious official was a Roman Catholic priest who has lived in Biloxi “all of my life
except for my education.” He has been a religious official of his faith for 28 years, with roughly
700 people on average attending his worship services per Sunday. Novels he likes to read for
pleasure include Aldous Huxley, Flannery O’Connor, and The Color Purple (some possibly
Short Stories, some Dystopian, and some Narrative Nonfiction). Many of the next questions
overlapped, with his answers being that books such as 50 Shade of Grey and “books that are
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overly violent as well” were inappropriate or offensive; intimate/sexual scenes were “not
necessarily [offensive] unless it tends to be pornographic;” that “personally, yes” he finds
profanity to be inappropriate; and “I think that violence is not good” in reading material, as
stated earlier. Content that he did not find offensive in literature was supernatural phenomena,
gender/sexuality (unless it becomes “explicit sexual descriptions”), and religion (“even nonChristian religions I don’t find offensive [in literature] at all”). As with the first 2, he has never
protested, challenged, or successfully banned a book; however, he could not say if he would
refrain from ever doing so, but “probably not on a public level.” He also admitted that he would
not buy a book he found or had heard included inappropriate/offensive content. On the other
hand, he responded that he would not tell his fellow practitioners to refrain from buying a book
because “it’s not relevant to the gospel.” Certain books should “absolutely” be kept out of
elementary and/or high school libraries, but that for public libraries “I think that on an adult
level, no.”
Presbyterian
The next religious official interviewed was an elder of the Presbyterian Church of the USA
(PCUSA), a reformed denomination of Christianity. The elder has lived on the Mississippi Gulf
Coast region for 42 years while being a religious official for 30 years; he was an ordained elder
up until 8 years ago, and is now a “commissioned ruling elder.” His place of worship registered
in Bay St. Louis, with 35 or so people on average attending his worship services. This official
claimed to be a “Historical Fiction fanatic,” and also reads Grisham and Harry Potter (Mystery
and Fantasy). He has never found a book to be inappropriate or offensive, even with
intimate/sexual scenes, violence (while citing the importance of C.S. Lewis), supernatural
phenomena, nontraditional gender/sexuality, or religion. He says that the presence of profanity in
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literature can sometimes be “unnecessary, but no,” he does not consider it offensive. In regard to
protesting, challenging, or successfully banning a book, he disagrees with the practice: “If it can
be written and published, then it probably has a place somewhere, which overrides my personal
opinion” and that “it’s up to the individual” what they find inappropriate, rather than a public
decision. He would not refrain from buying a book that included inappropriate/offensive content,
and tries to refrain from influencing his congregation with personal opinions, but “might warn
them.” He stated that elementary and high school libraries should not ban any books; however,
questionable books should be funneled through the parents. Similarly, “public libraries are
exactly that, public. I’d rather people be reading something than nothing.”
Baptist
The last official interviewed was a Christian Southern Baptist in Biloxi; he has only lived on the
Gulf Coast for 7 months, but is originally from Jackson. He has been a minister of the faith for
15 years. On average, 660 people attend his worship services. For pleasure he tends to read
books about church growth and discipline or other types of religious-themed books. He has
found a book to be inappropriate/offensive. He considers intimate/sexual scenes (that are
“outside a Christian worldview”), profanity, and violence (within factual, historical context
“such as World War 1 or 2” is perfectly fine, but those with “made-up characters” and gratuitous
violence is offensive) should be taken out of literature. On the other hand, he views the presence
of supernatural phenomena in literature to be fine “because I don’t believe any of it is true.”
Nontraditional gender/sexuality was much the same: “I probably wouldn’t read it,” not because
he would be offended, but because he “wouldn’t identify with those characters.” Religion in
literature was also deemed acceptable, but he referenced more historically-inclined books
featuring religions than fiction. He has not and would never protest, challenge, or successfully
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ban a book based on the above listed reasons for inappropriate/offensive content. However, he
would refrain from buying a book including inappropriate/offensive content and would tell his
fellow practitioners to do so as well. When it comes to certain books being kept out of
elementary and/or high school libraries, he believes that people are free to publish what they
want, but he prefers that kids not read certain literature: “I don’t think there should be any reason
why someone shouldn’t be able to publish their books, as long as I’m not forced to read it.”
Public libraries, on the other hand, should be free to distribute any book, but “there needs to be
monitoring of where those books should be kept” (i.e. age-appropriateness ratings and content
warnings).
Comparing their responses, all of the officials had over 10 years of experience as a leader
of their faiths. Most of them also had sizeable congregations of 100 or more people, meaning that
they influence a large number of people. Another commonality was that several of them
responded to reading different types of nonfiction for pleasure. All of them mentioned liking
religious books of their own faith, and were strong advocates of reading about other faiths as
well; there were no responses pertaining to literature being offensive based on alternative
religious beliefs or the condemnation of another religion. The majority (3/5) of the religious
officials found at least some forms of intimate/sexual scenes, profanity, and violence to be
offensive or inappropriate, whereas none except the Buddhist monk found gender/sexuality or
supernatural phenomena to be offensive. These responses correlate with Table and Illustration 1,
which show that on average people find those 3 characteristics the most offensive. With that in
mind, it could be said that they might influence their practitioners to disapprove of those
characteristics; however, each official said they would not tell their followers what to read and
what not to read. Several did, on the other hand, advocate age restrictions and/or a rating system
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for books to make sure younger readers or others were not exposed to certain content. It can be
inferred that religious views may have something to do with intimate/sexual scenes, profanity,
and violence being considered inappropriate/offensive in literature, but not whether they are
banned/protested.
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Chapter 5: Surveys of the Local Religious Populations
After the consent form, people were asked to click if they gave their consent. The graph
shows that almost 120 people consented to participate in this survey; if any had chosen not to
consent, they would not have been able to take the survey.

Q1 - Which religion/spirituality do you identify as?
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Q2 - If other, what religion or spirituality do you identify as?
If other, what religion or spirituality do you identify as?
Agnostic but still spiritual
Agnostic
N/A
None, I am not religious at all.
Agnostic
Agnosticism
Respect for all living beings, that's how I live my life.
My Native American roots. I don't really identify with a label, just spiritual. Or if there's a
label for that, than that's what I am. Mother Earth is the only savior. Maybe in the words of
Edward Abbey I'm an "earthiest".
Nature religion - natural world is an embodiment of divinity, sacredness or spiritual power
I believe that all religions/spirituality are just the different ways groups of people communicate
with the same force that moves throughout the universe. I am unaware of a specific religion
that describes this belief.
I'm more nondenominational than anything. I appreciate aspects of all religion, mainly
Buddhism and Paganism.
Agnostic
Hindu
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Q3 - What denomination/sect of the above religions do you prescribe to?

Q4 - If other, what denomination/sect of the above religions do you prescribe to?
If other, what denomination/sect of the above religions do you prescribe to...
None. I was raised in a Evangelical/Fundamentalist Christian church but rebelled against it.
Agnostic
Eclectic, take the best from all Roman Catholic, Taoist, Judaism, Atheists, Mormons,
Protestants, Wicca's, Druids, and any other philosophical ideology that demonstrates the
betterment of man's nature, the wisdom and insight to cope with mankind's flaws, and meld
them together leaving behind the petty, the insular, the rhetoric that is man-made, destructive,
and greedy.
N/A
30

None
Church of Christ
Solitary eclectic
I do not
I am a Christian, but I label myself as non-denominational. I am just a Christian.
Evangelical/ Nondenominational
N/A
Full Gospel
Non-Denominational Christian
Nondenominational
N/A
I was raised Baptist, but I consider myself to just be a Christian and do fully agree with Baptist
ideals.
Non-denomination
umm I grew up Catholic, but no long practice or belong to it. I've been baptized and had my
first holy communion, but refused to get confirmed when the time came. And I've literally only
heard of maybe 8 of these. lol I need to get out more...
Nondenominational
non-denominational
Nature religion - natural world is an embodiment of divinity, sacredness or spiritual power
Raised Catholic, now atheist.
I believe that all religions/spirituality are just the different ways groups of people communicate
with the same force that moves throughout the universe. I am unaware of a specific
denomination that describes this belief.
I don't.
Secular humanism
Non-denominational
I prefer not to align myself with a particular denomination.
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Q5 - Do you live in the Mississippi Gulf Coast region?

Q6 - Which of these counties do you live in?
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Q7 - Which city do you live in?

Q8 - If other, which city do you live in?
If other, which city do you live in?
Vancleave
Vancleave
ST. Martain
Saucier
New Orleans, LA
Near Kiln, MS
N/A
Hurley
Hattiesburg
Hattiesburg
Hattiesburg
Hattiesburg
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Hattiesburg
Hattiesburg
Hattiesburg
Hattiesburg
Hattiesburg
gautier
Gautier
Gautier
Gautier
Gautier
Gautier
Fairview, Collin County, TX
Ellisville
Diamondhead
Diamondhead
Diamondhead
Diamondhead
D'Iberville
Brookhaven
Biloxi
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Q9 - How long have you lived in the Mississippi Gulf Coast region?

Q10 - How often do you read for pleasure (this includes manga, comic books, novels, or other
books)?
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Q11 - What genres (if any) do you prefer to read?

Q12 - If other, what genre do you prefer to read?
If other, what genre do you prefer to read?
Suspense, Detective, Humor
self help
Parenting, marriage,
News, Fan fiction
N/A
Mystery, biography, self-help
Mystery and Fictional Military
Mystery
mystery
Mystery
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mystery
I read news articles, opinions, blogs, and things like Wikipedia.
Humorous
Historical Fiction
Fiction - dystopian
Fiction Post-apocalyptic
erotica romance
Erotic romance
Crime/Mystery
Crime/Mystery
Classics, biographical
Classics
Classic and contemporary literature
American and British Classics
Action mystery (ie James Patterson, David Baldacci)
Action

Q13 - How many books do you buy on average every year?
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Q14 - Have you ever found a book to be inappropriate/offensive to yourself or others?

Q15 - What characteristic(s) made this book inappropriate/offensive?
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Q16 - If other, what specifically did you find inappropriate/offensive about the book?
If other, what specifically did you find inappropriate/offensive about the...
Ridiculing a group or ideas in a demeaning way. Hateful or incendiary speech.
Going to Meet the Man the ending had a torture/burning a man alive scene it was just so
disturbing. And A Scanner Darkly just disturbed me completely not sure how I can place it but
his suffering at the end of the story was heartbreaking. I did enjoy both books but I would find
those inappropriate for others specifically children and impressionable adolescents.
The psychology employed by the author to manipulate the reader. The attempt to pass off
offensive, destructive behavior as justified and normal behavior.
N/A
politics
I said I have never found a book to be inappropriate/offensive so this question does not apply.
Glorification of drug dealing
perception of mental health
N/A
politics. i read ayn rand and found her anti-community views repulsive
Author's point of view - one of ignorance, hatred, manipulative
NONE
50 Shades of Grey was basically porn...
Writing style, editing, grammar. Also, if content goes against my personal values and beliefs.
The book was of the horror genre, it sexualized a character that was a "demon" in the form of a
child. The indirect sexualization of an underaged character was still beyond inappropriate. The
book was sold in a Barnes & Noble and DID NOT indicate that it would contain material so
graphic and offensive.
Gratuitous unnecessary violence
Pedophilic romances portrayed as wanted/normal from the child's perspective. Super weird.
Hate speech; warping religious teachings
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Q17 - Have you ever protested, challenged, or successfully banned a book?

Yes, and if so where?
Yes, and if so where?
N/A
Goodreads critical review

Q18 - Would you ever protest, challenge, or ban a book based on the above listed reasons for
inappropriate/offensive content?
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Q19 - Would you refrain from buying a book you found or had heard included
inappropriate/offensive content?

Q20 - Would you tell others to refrain from buying a book you found or had heard included
inappropriate/offensive content?
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Q21 - Should certain books be kept out of elementary and/or high school libraries?

Q22 - Should certain books be kept out of public libraries?
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The graph of consent shows that almost 120 people took the survey. The overwhelming
majority who responded to the survey were Christians (73.56%), with the next highest response
rates being from “Other” (12.64%), Atheists (8.05%), Pagans (3.45%), and the smallest
responses from Wiccans (1.15%) and Muslims (1.15%). The ones who responded to “Other”
were prompted to explain which religion/spirituality they identified as: most were Agnostics,
with a few being non-denominational or “earthiest” (a religion based on nature), and one
identifying as Hindu. The denominations were more or less marginalized. The highest 4 margins
were “Other” at 32%, with Baptist being 18%, Catholic at 16%, and Methodist at 13%; the rest
of respondents were in denominations that were less than 10% each (Presbyterian 9%, Protestant
5%, Episcopal 4%, Lutheran 1%, Seax 1%, and Sunni 1%). While many other denominations
were available in the survey question, none identified as those denominations. When asked if
their denomination was not one of those listed, the vast majority said Agnostic or nondenominational; some responded that they had been raised under a certain denomination but did
not identify that way any longer, while a few said Evangelical, and one said “secular humanism.”
The question of residency on the Gulf Coast was added as a way to determine if those
who had consented to take the survey had read that it would be used for research specific to the
Gulf Coast region. While 68 (78%) checked “Yes,” 19 (22%) checked “No.” More than likely
those respondents who checked “No” were faculty, staff, or students from Hattiesburg, since the
survey was circulated on the mutually used weekly newsletter to gain as many responses as
possible. In the next few questions, it becomes plain that quite a few respondents hailed from
Hattiesburg. For the purposes of the survey and to further the research, the Hattiesburg responses
will remain, even though Hattiesburg is not on the Gulf Coast. Similar to the previous question,
asking which county also determined who was or was not from the Gulf Coast, as well as
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determining how widespread along the Gulf Coast the survey had reached. Most responded that
they were from Harrison County, with the second highest number being from Jackson County,
and the last being from Hancock County. Continuing on the same vein, the majority answered
“Other” on which city they lived in; the next question, involving those that had responded
“Other,” the vast majority said Hattiesburg. The rest said other cities along the Gulf Coast such
as Saucier, Vancleave, Diamondhead, D’Iberville, Gautier, and Kiln. Those who did identify
their city along the Gulf Coast were from Long Beach (15%), Gulfport (14%), Biloxi (13%),
Ocean Springs (12%), Pass Christian (4%), Waveland (3%), Bay St. Louis (3%), and Pascagoula
(3%). There were, however, two respondents who will qualify as outliers: they were from New
Orleans, Louisiana, and Fairview, Texas. The preponderance of respondents have lived on the
Gulf Coast either since birth or for 6+ years; few answered that they had only moved here less
than 1-5 years. For the purposes of this paper, this information is important in how well-versed
the respondents are in the culture and norms of the Mississippi Gulf Coast: most will be very
knowledgeable, having lived here for so long.
Reading habits varied widely. While most said they read for pleasure 0-3 hours a week
(35%), and an almost equal amount answered that they read 4-6 hours (29%) or 6+ hours (27%)
a week, there was a 9% response rate that said “I don’t read for fun” at all. Therefore, 91% said
they read from 0 to more than 6 hours for pleasure per week, but there were still some that did
not read unless required to. The preferred genres were split relatively evenly, with the top
selected genres being Fantasy (17.57%), Nonfiction (16.74%), Historical (14.64%), Science
Fiction (14.23%), and Romance (12.13%). The least read book genre was Horror at only 3.77%.
Referring back to Chapter 2’s literary genres and subgenres, the majority that answered “Other”
said that they preferred Mystery (including Suspense and Crime), with some saying they liked
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News/Lifestyle and Self-Help (which are classified as Nonfiction). One couple said they liked
Dystopian/Post-Apocalyptic, which would be a derivative of Science Fiction. A different couple
responded that they liked Erotica Romance, which would be a derivative of Romance. Most
respondents said they bought 13 or more books on average a year. The next highest majority,
however, bought only between 0 and 3 per year. Some bought between 4 to 8 books, with the
least responding that they bought 9 to 12 books per year.
When asked if they had ever found a book to be inappropriate or offensive to themselves
or others, 62% responded “No” while 38% responded “Yes.” The next question asked what made
the book inappropriate/offensive based on the common objectionable characteristics outlined in
Chapter 3. The highest stated reason was intimate/sexual scenes (23.68%), followed by “other”
(22.37%), profanity (17.11%), gender/sexuality (15.79%), and violence (13.16%). Religion was
the second to last stated reason for objectionable content at only 7.89%, and supernatural
phenomena was not selected at all. Prompted to answer what else they might find objectionable
in a book, most said something that would fall into the “other” category (drugs, politics,
grammar usage, etc.); 2 responses involved complaints about violence, 2 pertained to profanity
(which includes hate speech), and 3 involving intimate/sexual scenes.1 of the responses was
about religion, but only said “warping religious teachings” as what this person found
objectionable without going into further detail as to which religion and what aspect was warped.
None of the participants in the survey had ever protested, challenged, or successfully banned a
book; 1 responded that they had, but when prompted to explain where they had done so, they
answered that they had left a bad review on Goodreads Critical Review. Similarly, the vast
majority (76%) said “No,” they would never protest, challenge, or ban a book based on the
characteristics; on the other hand, 20% said they might, and 4% said “Yes,” they would. The
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responses were split almost evenly per answer on whether or not they would refrain from buying
a book they found or had heard included inappropriate/offensive content: 37% said “Maybe,”
33% said “No,” and 30% said “Yes.” While people were split on whether or not to buy a book
they thought was inappropriate, the majority (55%) said they would not stop others from buying
said book; 25% said they might, while the other 20% said they would. What was most noticeable
at the end of the survey was the difference of opinion changing drastically depending on the age
of the readers. A large majority said that certain books should be kept out of elementary and/or
high school libraries (67.82%); however, an even larger majority then answered that no books
should be kept out of public libraries (80.46%).
All of these findings are interesting and pertinent to reading habits and beliefs about
literature for Mississippi Gulf Coast residents. In the state of Mississippi, views about
homosexuality are mixed. While only 15.79% of the participants of the survey found
gender/sexuality offensive or inappropriate, 54% of adults in the state say homosexuality should
be discouraged (Pew Research Center, 2014). The lower percentage for the survey could be due
to a miscommunication/misunderstanding of the question, or because locals are truly more
tolerant of nontraditional genders and sexualities in literature.
Integrating these findings with the previous chapters’ information, it seems that once
again intimate/sexual scenes and profanity were 2 of the top most offensive characteristics, much
like national data and religious official answers. However, there was a spike in the surveyed
responses of gender/sexuality being offensive compared to the religious officials and national
data. 91% said they read from 0 to more than 6 hours for pleasure per week, with the top genres
being Fantasy, Nonfiction, and Historical. These responses are comparable to the religious
official’s answers on reading habits, with the possibility that there is a correlation between
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religious views and a penchant for those 3 genres. Survey respondents also seemed to agree with
religious officials on a form of age restriction, due to their views on books being removed from
school libraries but not public libraries. Overall, the answers were somewhat similar to both,
meaning that literature with sexual scenes and profanity are more likely to be viewed as
inappropriate/offensive on the Mississippi Gulf Coast; it is also possible that the presence of
nontraditional gender/sexuality may also be a negatively-viewed characteristic, even though
national data and religious officials disagree. Mississippi Gulf Coast residents should, based on
these answers, be a relatively large reading community and great literary market for Fantasy,
Nonfiction, and Historical genres, and that books should have defined age appropriate content.
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Chapter 6: Geographic Breakdown
The general local population has been divided religiously using geographic data to show
the concentration of each interviewed and surveyed religion to show majority of beliefs in the
region. Unfortunately, religion is no longer asked for within the government census, which
hindered research in this area. Apparently “the U.S. Census Bureau has not asked questions
about religion since the 1950s, but the federal government did gather some information about
religion for about a century before that” (Cohn, 2010). Information from several different
sources beside federal censuses will be the basis for how the local population is divided
religiously.
The state of Mississippi overall is one of the most religious states in America (Lipka &
Wormald, 2016). According to a study done within the Pew Research Center, Mississippi is tied
for 1st most religious state with Alabama, and 77% of Mississippi’s residents are “highly
religious” (Lipka & Wormald, 2016):
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Illustration 2

As the chart explains, the importance of religion in one’s life among adults in Mississippi is
extremely high. The percentage of adults in Mississippi who say religion is “very important” is
74%, with “somewhat important” is 15%, “not too important” at 6%, and “not at all important”
at 4%; only 1% responded that they “don’t know” (Pew Research Center, 2014). In the state of
Mississippi:
“Religious composition of adults in Mississippi: 83% are Christian, 2% are nonChristian (such as Jewish, Buddhist, Muslim, and Hindu), and 14% are
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unaffiliated (including Atheist, Agnostic, or nothing in particular). Of Christians,
41% are Evangelical Protestant, 24% are Historically Black Protestant, and 4%
Catholic.” (Pew Research Center, 2014).
Based on the survey results from Chapter 5, the majority of Gulf Coast residents are
Christians or “unaffiliated” much like the rest of the state; however, the highest Christian
denominations were Catholic and Baptist, not Evangelical Protestant.
To both limit the search parameters and adhere to geodemographic segmentation, this
paper focuses specifically on how local religions affect book sales in the Mississippi Gulf Coast
region. The local populations, therefore, are comprised of the coastal cities of Waveland, Bay St.
Louis, Pass Christian, Long Beach, Gulfport, Biloxi, Ocean Springs, D’Iberville, Pascagoula,
and Moss Point; in Chapter 5, which details survey results, several respondents were also from
Hattiesburg. These cities are encompassed in 3 counties that touch the Gulf of Mexico: Hancock
County, Harrison County, and Jackson County. According to the U.S. Census Bureau (2010),
these counties are broken down into these categories:
Table 2

Hancock
County
Population
Under 18
18+
20-24
25-34
35-49
50-64
65+
Female
Male

43,929
10,498
33,431
2,408
4,819
8,874
9,527
6,685
22,128
21,801

Harrison
County
187,105
45,853
141,252
14,309
26,842
37,462
34,867
21,952
94,072
93,033

Jackson
County
139,668
35,600
104,068
8,459
18,088
29,374
27,105
17,341
70,818
68,850
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Average
123,567.33
30,650.33
92,917
8,392
16,583
25,236.67
23,833
15,326
62,339.33
61,228

Total
370,702
91,951
278,751
25,176
49,749
75,710
71,499
45,978
187,018
183,684

The Pew Research Center concludes that women read more than men and that people ages 18-49
are more likely to read than 50+ (Perrin 2016). Every county which constitutes the Mississippi
Gulf Coast has a higher female than male population. Adding the total for the 20-24, 25-34, and
35-49 age population equals 125,459, whereas the total of 50-64 and 65+ age population equals
117,477; therefore, the population 20-49 outnumbers the 50+ population. Based on the Pew
Research Center article in conjunction with population statistics, the Mississippi Gulf Coast
would have high readership levels.
To incorporate a wide range of beliefs and denominations, the studied communities were
from different sects of different religions, with results ranging from Hinduism, Judaism, Islam,
Christianity, to Buddhism. According to the Catholic Diocese of Biloxi (2017), “the diocese is
part of the ecclesiastical province of Mobile and is populated with approximately 70,630
Catholics from the Alabama-Mississippi state line to the lower Mississippi-Louisiana state line
and extending north of Laurel into Jones and Wayne counties.” This population total covers a
larger area than this paper intends to survey, but outlines a general idea of the popularity of the
religion in the region. There are 13 Episcopal organizations along the Gulf Coast according to
the Episcopal Diocese of Mississippi, but no specific number of how many congregants (Diocese
of Mississippi, 2017). Much like the Episcopal Diocese, many other religious organizations are
not forthcoming on their congregations’ numbers. It could possibly be inferred from the highest
estimates the religious official stated their practitioners that (300 Buddhists, 150 Episcopalians,
700 Catholics, 35 Presbyterians, 660 Baptists) the highest religious populations are Catholics and
Baptists. Although the state’s highest Christian denomination is listed as Evangelical Protestants,
which can include Baptists, Baptists can be broken into sub-denominations such as Nonaffiliated,
Missionary, and Southern as well as Evangelical; not all Baptists describe themselves as
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Evangelical Protestants. The inference of high populations of Baptists and Catholics along the
Mississippi Gulf Coast would, therefore, be different from the state average.
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Chapter 7: Corresponding Effects on Public Libraries
The researcher questioned library employees to compile a list of locally banned/protested
books that also meet the characteristics from Chapter 3, questioning local libraries and their
librarians about banned/challenged books and why they are/were protested. While the content in
Chapters 4 and 5 explain local religious views on literature, there has not been much if any
action taken based on these views or that locally protested/banned books had no religious
affiliations. The compiled list of the locally banned/protested books is outlined below, being
organized by the formerly stated genres and characteristics based on why they were banned.
On the state level, the Mississippi Library Commission’s (2017) website includes the
Mississippi Challenged Books Index with details on books challenged/banned in Mississippi. On
this site they include a history of books previously banned in Mississippi:
“Angelou, Maya. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. Temporarily banned from
the Caledonia Middle School in Columbus, Miss (1993) on the grounds
that it was too sexually explicit to be read by children.
Anonymous. Go Ask Alice. Challenged at the Rankin County School District
(1984) because it is ‘profane and sexually objectionable.’
King, Stephen. Cujo. Challenged at the Rankin County School District (1984)
because it is ‘profane and sexually objectionable.’
Lee, Harper. To Kill a Mockingbird. Challenged at the Moss Point School District
(1996) because the novel contains a racial epithet.
Myers, Walter Dean. Fallen Angels. Banned from George County Schools (2002)
because of profanity.
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Stewart, Jon, Ben Karlin and David Javerbaum. America (The Book): A Citizen’s
Guide to Democracy Inaction. Returned to circulation at Jackson-George
Library System (2004) after the library board banned the book for
containing an image of Supreme Court judge’s faces superimposed on
naked bodies.” (Mississippi Library Commission, 2017)
All of these are Nonfiction or Realistic Fiction, with their complaints being 4 counts of offensive
intimate/sexual content and 2 counts of profanity. Throughout the research process, and as of
September 2017, the Mississippi Library Commission’s Chapter entitled “This Year’s
Challenges” continues to be blank.
On a local level, an American Library Association site (n.d.) states that in Pascagoula,
Mississippi in 2007 “Jim Norton's Happy Endings: The Tales of a Meaty-Breasted Zilch is no
longer placed in general circulation but is available on request at the Jackson-George Regional
Library System. It was restricted after complaints that it was ‘garbage that doesn’t belong in a
library.’” Most recently, Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird was pulled from curricula in the
Biloxi School District; “Kenny Holloway, vice president of the Biloxi School Board said, ‘There
were complaints about it. There is some language in the book that makes people uncomfortable,
and we can teach the same lesson with other books’” (Nelson, 2017). Although the book is
apparently still in school libraries, it was decided that the controversial novel would no longer be
required reading due to the use of the racial slurs (Nelson, 2017). However, after local, national,
and even international backlash about the decision as news outlets broadcasted the story, the
Biloxi School Board quickly reversed the decision; students will now need a parent’s permission
to read the book (Pengelly, 2017). Besides these previous incidents, the researcher went to each
individual Gulf Coast libraries to survey for any further results:
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Bay St. Louis-Hancock County Library

D’Iberville Public Library

Waveland Public Library

Ocean Springs Public Library

Pass Christian Public Library

Gautier Public Library

Gulfport Public Library

Jackson-George Regional/Pascagoula Public

Biloxi Public Library

Library

West Biloxi Public Library
Of the above listed libraries surveyed, no library contained any banned books or books currently
being challenged. However, the Gulfport Public Library had some records of previously banned
books. According to the librarians’ information, a total of 18 books have been previously banned
in their library since their opening in 1917, although they have none banned at present. Based on
the recorded stated reasons the books were protested, the books were banned due to
characteristics at these percentages:
Gender/sexuality- 11% (2 books)
Intimate/sexual scenes- 17% (3 books)
Violence- 5% (1 book)
Supernatural phenomena- 22% (4 books)
Religion- 5% (1 book)
Vulgar language- 17% (3 books)
Other- 22% (4 books)
The 22% listed as “Other” was often vague or did not have a stated reason, although it is
noteworthy that “immorality” was a common theme. As stated in Chapter 3, because
“immorality” does not necessarily relate to religion or religious beliefs, nor directly imply any of
the other listed characteristics, these challenges were evaluated into the “Other” category.

However, 50% of adults in the Mississippi state that religion is their source of guidance for right
and wrong (Pew Research Center, 2014). While this paper is geared towards focusing on any
possible correlations between religious entities and what was protested, it will also be important
to point out that secular reasons do/can affect literary censorship. The quoted reasons most
relevant to this paper’s research listed in the Gulfport Public Library’s records were for 1
specific book. The book was Winnie the Pooh by A.A. Milne, which was said to be inappropriate
or offensive because “talking animals is insulting to God;” another complaint stated that the “pig
character is offensive to Muslim readers.”
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
The implementation of marketing and literary principles can be used to estimate that
books containing characteristics that the majority of religions view as inappropriate may or may
not do well in sales. These principles, therefore, can be used as a lens based on the geographic
data, interviews, and surveys of the Mississippi Gulf Coast to draw a conclusion on what
literature would have a better chance of being successfully adopted in the region. The possibility
of religious views affecting book sales is significant because publishers may face a harder time
selling books in certain regions where the local majority of people disagree and/or ban books
based on certain characteristics or elements of the genre. It should be mentioned, however, that
some books which made the Banned Books list from Chapter 3 are also sometimes on The New
York Times best-sellers list; therefore, data on what has been found offensive or inappropriate in
literature is not necessarily a predictor of popularity or sales.
A way to understand this seemingly contrasting information, and one of the main theories
applicable to this paper, is reader-response criticism, which focuses on the reader’s interpretation
rather than what the author intended. An overview of reader-response criticism can be found on
the OWL Perdue website, stating that “reader response criticism considers readers’ reactions to
literature as vital to interpreting the meaning of the text” (Boyle, Brizee, Chernouski, &
Tompkins, 2015). This type of literary criticism is valuable in analyzing that even if the writer
did not intend certain scenes, language, or characters to be offensive, readers from certain
religious backgrounds may find their content objectionable. As the survey results, officials’
testimonies, and Table 1 show, a variety of people differ on things they find offensive or not
offensive, and these views on inappropriateness fluctuate over time. While books from the Harry
Potter series were often challenged when they first gained popularity, they were not written by
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J.K. Rowling to be offensive to anyone. Most survey participants and religious officials voiced
that they wished to impose an age-appropriate restriction on books. However, while some
authors gear their books towards children, few aim their books to exclude them. Similarly, as
Neil Gaiman once said, “Well-meaning adults can easily destroy a child’s love of reading. Stop
them reading what they enjoy or give them worthy-but-dull books that you like – the 21st-century
equivalents of Victorian ‘improving’ literature – you’ll wind up with a generation convinced that
reading is uncool and, worse, unpleasant” (qtd. in Brown, 2013). Reader-response criticism can
be applied to say that each person’s reaction to a book’s content is different, and whether it is up
to the parents, school, or other source, there will be contention between their reaction and what
the author intended.
The thesis also capitalizes on two specific marketing practices. The first is
geodemographic segmentation: it segments potential customers by combining “geographic,
demographic, and lifestyle segmentation… [which] helps marketers develop marketing programs
tailored to prospective buyers who live in small geographic regions… [with] very specific
lifestyle and demographic characteristics” (Hair, Lamb, & McDaniel, 2015, 142). The second is
usage rate segmentation: “dividing the market by the amount of product bought or consumed”
(Hair et al., 2015, 143). Combining these two market segmentation strategies achieves a better
understanding of literature markets here in the Mississippi Gulf Coast based on religious beliefs.
Contrary to what many assume is a dying industry/hobby, according to the Pew Research Center
only “about a quarter of American adults (26%) say they haven’t read a book in whole or in part
in the past year, whether in print, electronic or audio form” (Perrin, 2016). The importance of
literary habits is important for the booming publishing industry.
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From a business perspective, “it is widely held that the attention of reviewers exerts a
decisive influence on buyers of literature and therefore on the success of new literary works”
(Verdaasdonk, 1987). Therefore, if reviewers such as religious leaders reject a certain trait
featured in a book it will more than likely inspire religious consumers to reject that trait as well.
Similarly, the discipline of marketing endeavors to understand consumer behavior: “opinion
leaders” are people who influence others and “are often the most influential, informed, pluggedin, and vocal members of a society” (Hair et al., 2015, 106). Religious figures can be seen as
opinion leaders and can, therefore, affect people’s attitudes and beliefs when buying certain
items; namely, books. “Increasingly, religiosity, or the degree to which consumers within a
country or region are religious, has become a factor some marketers consider when positioning
products. Religiosity affects shopping behaviors, attitudes toward advertising, purchase
information-search processes, and product preferences” (Baak, D., Baak, D.W. & Harris, 2013,
p. 168). Not only in positioning a product, but in advertising “religious beliefs continue to play
an important role in… International marketers carefully consider religious beliefs when
constructing advertisements” (Baak et al., 2013, p. 462). A common business principle was once
explained by Bill Gates: “Your most unhappy customers are your greatest source of learning.”
One of the most powerful and successful business men in the world knows companies should
pay attention when people protest their products. Book publishing companies should take note of
why certain books are protested in order to learn what is and is not popular.
These literary and marketing principles can be utilized to draw a conclusion that based on
the data in the previous chapters, it is difficult to say which books of a certain genre or with
certain characteristics will or will not do well in sales in the Mississippi Gulf Coast. Whether by
genre or characteristics,
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“There is no single way that best describes how Americans select the books they
read. Thirty percent of adults who read a book in the last year do so based on an
author they like, 27% on a recommendation from someone they know, and 22%
by browsing at a bookstore or library. Few people choose a book based on book
reviews (7%) or by browsing an Internet site (3%), and only 2% say they were
influenced to read a book by an advertisement.” (Moore, 2005)
As previously stated, reading is not dying out: “47% of adults say they are presently reading a
book, up from 37% who reported that in 1990, and 23% in 1957;” “83% of Americans say they
have started to read at least 1 book sometime in the past year” and “the median number of books
read is five -- about half of Americans have read more than that” (Moore, 2005).
This final chapter draws a conclusion based on the information gathered from the
previous chapters that books with characteristics that have been proven to be protested may or
may not have a lesser sales rate here in the Mississippi Gulf Coast. Based on census statistics, the
Gulf Coast has a high readership rate. The majority of residents are Catholic or Baptist, and
survey results combined with religious officials of both faiths’ testimonies state that
intimate/sexual scenes, violence, and profanity are commonly considered inappropriate or
offensive. It is therefore quite possible that books with those characteristics might not sell quite
as well as others on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. These characteristics are often found in
Romance, Realistic Fiction, and Nonfiction, yet those genres were popular in both the survey and
with religious officials. The main topics themselves, literature and religion, are controversial, full
of subtleties, and open to interpretation. Any conclusions are based on highly subjective
responses and data.
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Survey Questions
1. Which religion/spirituality do you identify as?
o Judaism

o Buddhism

o Atheism

o Islam

o Paganism

o Other

o Christianity

o Wicca

2. If other, what religion or spirituality do you identify as?
3. What denomination/sect of the above religions do you prescribe to?
o Catholic

o Sunni

o Mahayana

o Baptist

o Shiite

o Vajrayana

o Mormon

o Reformed

o Presbyterian

o Methodist

o Conservative

o Protestant

o Jehovah's Witness

o Theravada

o Episcopal
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o Lutheran

o Hasidic

o Seax

o Kabbalah

o Gardnerian

o Other

o Orthodox

o Alexandrian

4. If other, what denomination/sect of the above religions do you prescribe to?
5. Do you live in the Mississippi Gulf Coast region? (yes or no)
6. Which of these counties do you live in?
o Jackson County

o Harrison County

o Hancock County

7. Which city do you live in?
o Waveland

o Gulfport

o Moss Point

o Bay St. Louis

o Biloxi

o Other

o Pass Christian

o Pascagoula

o Long Beach

o Ocean Springs

8. If other, which city do you live in?
9. How long have you lived in the Mississippi Gulf Coast region?
o Since birth

o 3-5 years

o 0-2 years

o 6+ years

10. How often do you read for pleasure (this includes manga, comic books, and novels or other
books)?
o I don't read for fun

o 4-6 hours a week

o 0-3 hours a week

o 6+ hours a week

11. What genres (if any) do you prefer to read?
o Fantasy

o Historical

o Horror

o Science Fiction

o Romance

o Religious
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o Nonfiction

o Other

12. If other, what genre do you prefer to read?
13. How many books do you buy on average every year?
o 0-3

o 9-12

o 4-8

o 13+

14. Have you ever found a book to be inappropriate/offensive to yourself or others? (yes or no)
15. What characteristic(s) made this book inappropriate/offensive? (select all that apply)
o Intimate/sexual scenes

o Violence

o Profanity

o Religion

o Supernatural

o Gender/sexuality
o Other

creatures/phenomena (ex:
vampires, werewolves, ghosts,
etc.)

16. If other, what specifically did you find inappropriate/offensive about the book?
17. Have you ever protested, challenged, or successfully banned a book? (yes or no)
o If so, where?
18. Would you ever protest, challenge, or ban a book based on the above listed reasons for
inappropriate/offensive content?
19. Would you refrain from buying a book you found or had heard included
inappropriate/offensive content? (yes or no)
20. Would you tell others to refrain from buying a book you found or had heard included
inappropriate/offensive content? (yes or no)
21. Should certain books be kept out of elementary and/or high school libraries? (yes or no)
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22. Should certain books be kept out of public libraries? (yes or no)
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